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August 16, 1962

Mr. and Mrs. Don Starks
4009 Reenie Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee

Dear Marian and Don:

The tardiness of this letter is no indication of the profound gratitude I hold in my heart for both of you and our friendship. The week spent in Memphis with the Gragg Avenue congregation brought back many wonderful memories of our previous associations. Our recent week together only intensified my appreciation for both of you and for your interest and labors in the Lord's work.

You went to every length to make me feel welcome and you exerted every possible effort to cause my stay to be an enjoyable one. Words are ineffective to express the kind of gratitude which such efforts demand.

I only hope that we will have the opportunity to so associate many times in the years to come. I am confident that Don's labors in the Gospel will continue to be fruitful and even increasingly productive.

Fraternally yours,

John Allen Chalk
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